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Background. In order to track influenza activity, flu-like patient records collected from health
care providers are combined to generate an estimate every week during the flu season. However, this
estimate is problematic in terms of timeliness and granularity. A promising alternative is to infer
flu activity with fine-grained, timely digital surveillance data. Fitting these extra measurements of
flu activities will ideally generate real-time estimate of disease spread, at least one week ahead of
official report.
Aim. The goal of this project is to make reliable real-time inference for flu activity with both
historical flu data and digital surveillance data. The primary focus is on regional level, which could
be extended to state or county level given finer-grained flu activity measurement.
Data. Considered a gold standard, ILINet Surveillance Data (ILINet in short) is flu-like activity
record collected by Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). This data contains wILI the percent of influenza like illness (ILI) cases out of total cases weighted by state population - that
available for nine census regions, the ten Health and Human Services (HHS) regions, and for the
US as a whole. As for digital surveillance data sources, this project mainly conducts analysis for
flu lab test data (lab data for short) and thermometer measurement data (thermo data for short).
Methods. Each digital surveillance data provides some measurements for flu activity. Regression
metrics will be used to produce inferences of flu activity based on historical measurements and
wILI. The set of inferences are called sensors. Those sensors generated from different data sources
will finally be fused to make a more reliable inference of flu activity for current week.
Results. The outcome of this project contains detailed analysis of new data sources and a better
understanding of the end-to-end system for real-time flu activity inference used by CMU Delphi
Group.
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